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ExTENDED ABSTRACT
Choice and consumption are often temporally separated. For 

example, people often reserve hotels or rent cars for a future vaca-
tion. How does the temporal distance between choice and consump-
tion influence preference and choice? Prior research shows that as the 
temporal distance increases, affect-based outcomes are discounted 
more than cognition-based outcomes (e.g., Metcalfe and Mischel 
1999); the weight of low-level attributes – peripheral, feasibility 
attributes – decreases while that of high-level attributes – central, 
desirability attributes – increases (e.g., Liberman and Trope 1998; 
Trope and Liberman 2000, 2003).

The present research studies how temporal distance influences 
the weight of “hard attributes” vs. “soft attributes.” An attribute is a 
hard attribute if it is objective and unequivocal as to which of two 
options is better on it, and a soft attribute if it is subjective and mal-
leable as to which of the two options is better (Hsee et al. 2003). 
Examples of hard attributes include the size of a house and the reso-
lution of a digital camera. Examples of soft attributes include the 
style of a car and the smell of a perfume. 

Why should temporal distance influence the weight of hard vs. 
soft attributes? Research shows that preference uncertainty increases 
with temporal distance from outcomes (e.g., March 1978; Salisbury 
and Feinberg 2008; Simonson 1990). Increases in preference uncer-
tainty or perceived risk encourage individuals to choose in a way that 
appears safe (e.g., Bettman 1973; Dowling and Staelin 1994; Erdem 
1998). Individuals tend to believe that basing choices on hard rather 
than soft attributes is more rational and safer (Hsee et al. 2003). Con-
sequently, we propose that an increase in the temporal distance be-
tween choice and consumption would increase preference for options 
superior on hard versus soft attributes. 

Two factors potentially moderate the effect. One is response 
mode, choice vs. purchase intent. Because individuals tend to feel 
a weaker need to appear rational when indicating purchase intents 
than when making choices, we hypothesize that the effect will be 
found in choice but not in purchase intent. Another is the ease of 
changing one’s choice. Because preference uncertainty has weaker 
consequences when changing one’s choice is easy rather than diffi-
cult, we hypothesize that the effect will occur when changing choice 
is difficult but not when changing choice is easy. 

We tested these predictions in three studies. In Study 1, partici-
pants were choosing between two stereos differing in sound-richness 
and sound-powerfulness. Two factors were manipulated between-
participants. The first was whether participants would receive the 
purchased stereo immediately or in three weeks. The second was at-
tribute hardness. In one condition (sound-richness-soft), participants 
were told that they personally found Model A’s sound richer than 
Model B’s, but Model B was more powerful (150 watts) than Mode 
A (50 watts). In another condition (sound-powerfulness-soft), par-
ticipants were told that they personally found Model B’s sound more 
powerful than Model A’s, but Model A had a higher sound-richness 
rating (150) than Model B (50). In a third condition (both-attributes-
hard), participants saw both the sound-richness ratings and the watt-
ages. As predicted, when one of the two attributes was soft, more 
participants chose the stereo superior on the hard attribute when they 
would receive the chosen stereo in three weeks rather than immedi-
ately. By contrast, when both attributes were hard, temporal distance 
did not influence choice.

Study 2 tested the role of response mode. The study involved 
two graphing calculators: one had a better brand (Texas Instruments) 
and came with a $15 Starbucks gift card; another had a less attractive 
brand (Hewlett-Packard in one condition and Compaq in another) 
and came with a $30 Starbucks gift card. The study was a 2 x 2 x 
2 between-participants factorial design. The first factor was tempo-
ral distance: The purchased calculator and the gift card would be 
received either in three days or in three weeks. The second factor 
was the hardness of brand. A pretest showed that Texas Instruments 
was moderately more attractive than Hewlett-Packard but strongly 
more attractive than Compaq. We reasoned that the greater the dif-
ference in attractiveness between two brands, the harder the differ-
ence. The third factor was response mode, choice vs. purchase intent. 
The results showed a significant three-way interaction. As predicted, 
in the brand-name-soft condition, an increase in temporal distance 
increased preference for Hewlett-Packard in the choice condition but 
increased preference for Texas Instruments in the purchase-intent 
condition. By contrast, in the brand-name-hard condition, regardless 
of response mode, an increase in temporal distance slightly increased 
preference for Texas Instruments.

Study 3 examined the effect of ease of changing choice. Partici-
pants were asked to imagine that they wanted to rent a convertible 
for a weekend vacation in Key West, Florida. They noticed that a 
well-known car rental company was offering two deals, one featur-
ing a Ford Mustang V6 convertible and the other featuring a Chrysler 
Sebring convertible. The Mustang convertible came with a $30 gift 
certificate and the Sebring came with a $50 gift certificate; both cer-
tificates were redeemable at any restaurant. In a pretest, participants 
rated Mustang as being more attractive than Sebring. Notice that the 
difference in car was relatively soft while that in gift certificate was 
relatively hard. The study was a 2 x 2 between-participants factorial 
design. The first factor was the timing of the vacation: next week-
end or during a weekend in two months. The second factor was the 
difficulty of changing one’s choice: In the change-easy condition, 
participants were told that no deposit was required for making a res-
ervation and they could cancel the reservation or switch to the other 
deal at any time; in the change-difficult condition, participants were 
told that a $10 deposit was required for making a reservation and that 
the deposit would not be refunded if they cancelled the reservation or 
switched to the other deal. As predicted, in the change-difficult con-
dition, preference for Sebring was stronger when the vacation was 
in the distant rather than near future; in the change-easy condition, 
preference for Mustang V6 was stronger when the vacation was in 
the distant rather than near future.
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